Audition Packet
Auditions: Tuesday 1/25/2022
Call Backs: Wednesday, 1/26/2022
2:30 PM
..Sign up for an audition time in front of room #8201
More information can be found at www.gilbert-theatre-ensemble.com

How Auditions Work
The audition panel will see auditionees individually for a three-minute block of time. During that
time, you will be asked to read for one to two characters from the attached audition
monologues. While audition monologues don’t have to be memorized, it is expected that each
auditionee at least be familiar with the dialogue. In other words, don’t come to the audition and
just read off the page—put some emotion into the characters you will be reading for. If this is
your first time auditioning, make sure you read the “Frequently Asked Questions” section.

Important Dates
Table-Read: January 31st, 2:30-6:30 PM

February Rehearsals:Various days & times, generally 2:30-5pm. Saturday rehearsal 8:00-2:00

PM.
March Rehearsals:Monday-Friday 2:30-6 PM (Thursdays 3:30-6)
Three Saturday morning rehearsals, 8:00-2:00 PM
Tech Week:March 14-25, 2:30-7:00 PM
(ATTENDANCE MANDATORY EVERY NIGHT!)
If you miss any night- your role will be up to recast
Performances: March 31st, April 1st, April 2nd 7:00 PM
Strike (teardown):April 2nd, after the show (ATTENDANCE MANDATORY!)

Rehearsal Attendance
Simply put, if you are scheduled to be at a rehearsal, IT IS MANDATORY that you attend. Not
everyone is required to be at every rehearsal—it depends on how many scenes your character
appears in.
When filling out the audition form, you must LIST ALL after-school/weekend conflicts from
January 31st through April 2nd. This lets us build a rehearsal schedule that will fit around
everyone’s conflicts. If a conflict isn’t listed on the audition form, you are expected to be at
rehearsal. Outside of the listed conflicts, cast members can only miss three (3) rehearsals
before being removed from the cast (even if something pops up, it will be counted as
unexcused). NO exceptions! Therefore, make sure you LIST ALL CONFLICTS on the audition
form. This is your only chance to do it!
In addition to listing conflicts on the audition form, you must also fill out the attached
commitment form. The commitment form acknowledges that you and your parent/guardian
understand the above attendance policy. The completed forms are due at auditions.

Parent/Guardian Involvement
It takes teamwork to make the dream work—literally! So, if a student auditions and joins the
cast, that student’s parent/guardian is expected to help support the production. There are
several ways to help throughout the production cycle, including (but not limited to) working at

our fundraising events, coordinating meals during tech week, selling tickets at the door, and
more. Specific information and a link to the sign up form will be sent out after auditions.

Activity Fee
 45 fee to participate in this
To help cover the cost of costuming, props, etc., there is a $
production. The activity fee is due after auditions (fee will be returned if you decline your role).
PLEASE DO NOT LET THE ACTIVITY FEE KEEP YOU FROM PARTICIPATING—we have
anonymous sponsors who want to help! Please see a director if you would like a sponsor to
assist you with the activity fee. Everything will be kept strictly confidential!

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: How should I prepare for the audition?
A:
We recommend reading the attached sides and putting yourself in the
characters’ shoes. Is the character mad or upset? If so, how would that change
how you say their lines? Would you shout what the character is saying? Or would
you would cry while you read their lines? These are the types of questions that
can help you prepare to read in the audition room. If you are still unsure, search
YouTube for some examples of how others played these characters.
Q: How will I know when it is my time to audition?
A:
There is a signup up in front of room #8201 where you can sign up for a
specific block of time. Please arrive 15-20 minutes before your audition.
Q: What do I do when I arrive at auditions?
A:
When you arrive, there will be someone sitting at a table outside the
audition room (they are the Stage Manager). They will check you in and make
sure all of your forms are complete and your activity fee is paid. The Stage
Manager will also lead you into the audition room when it’s your turn.
Q: What is it like in the audition room?
A:
There will be multiple directors sitting in the auditorium. You will stand and
perform one or two monologues on the apron of the auditorium. The directors will
lead you through the audition very casually, so take a deep breath and relax.
Don’t forget to slate before your audition.

Q: What is a slate?
A:

A slate is how you start your audition. You say the following:
● Your Name
● Title and author 1st piece you are performing
● Title and author 2nd piece you are performing
After, take an actor beat (moment- breath) and then begin your first selection.

Q: What are the directors looking for?
B:
Ultimately, we are looking for students who can transform into the
character they are reading for. We should forget who is reading in the audition,
and feel as though the character on the page has come to life in front of us.
Q: Can I be in the play and still participate in another activity or sport?
❏
Yes! Many students have participated in two or three other
sports/activities while participating in our plays and musicals. Keep in mind,
however, that the more conflicts you have, the smaller the part you will probably
receive. It’s all about how much time you are able to commit.

Story of the Play
This dramatization of C.S. Lewis' classic, set in the land of Narnia, recreates the magic and
mystery of Aslan, the great lion, his struggle with the White Witch, and the adventures of four
children who inadvertently wander from an old wardrobe into the exciting, never-to-be-forgotten
Narnia. The intense action features chases, duels and escapes as the witch is determined to
keep Narnia in her possession and to end the reign of Aslan.
All the memorable episodes from the story are represented in this exciting dramatization: the
temptation of Edmund by the witch, the slaying of the evil wolf by Peter, the crowing of the four
new rulers of Narnia, and more. The supporting characters are also here: the unicorn, the
centaur and other forest animals, along with Father Christmas, Mr. and Mrs. Beaver and
Tumnus the Faun.
Place: A mansion, a wardrobe, the Land of Narnia.
Time: The 1940s
Please prepare one monologue for auditions. Memorization is recommended, but not required.
Two monologues are preferred but not mandatory. Also, keep in mind that every character
except Aslan and Ulf have British accents.

CHARACTERS
Aslan – The long awaited Great Lion who has come to save Narnia from the
curse of the White Witch
White Witch - An evil queen who has placed Narnia under a spell, where it
is always winter and never Christmas
Peter - The eldest Pevensie sibling, authoritative and kind
Susan - The second eldest Pevensie sibling, motherly and cautious
Edmund - The third Pevensie sibling, precocious and stubborn
Lucy - The youngest Pevensie sibling, sweet, innocent and curious
Mr. Tumnus - A faun in Narnia who assists the Pevensie’s, friendly and brave
Mr. Beaver - A grouchy, but helpful beaver
Mrs. Beaver - A persnickety, but hospitable beaver
Unicorn - Forest animal awaiting the arrival of Aslan
Centaur - Forest animal awaiting the arrival of Aslan
Fenris Ulf - A wolf, the head of the Witch’s police
Dwarf - The head servant of the Witch
Father Christmas - Santa Clause, the bringer of gifts
Elf - Father Christmas’ helper
White Stag - An elusive omen of good fortune
Aslan’s Followers - Forest animals
Witch’s Army - Evil villains
Wood Nymphs - Stage helpers

Audition Monologues
The following are excerpts from the script that will be used during auditions. You can choose a
monologue below to perform for the audition panel. It may be to your advantage to prepare two
monologues, as the panel may ask you to perform more than one.
Monologue 1
Aslan: Yes, the children will find their way back here again. Perhaps not through the wardrobebut there are other paths that lead to Narnia. Oh yes, they will return someday. For once a King
in Narnia- always a King. Once a Queen- always a Queen. It is important that they return,
for good people need good rulers. And good rulers need good people. That, perhaps, is the
Deepest Magic of all.
Monologue 2
Professor: Good evening. Allow me to introduce myself. I am the professor. An M.P. Not a
member of Parliament, but a professor of mythology. I am also the owner of a very, very old
house at the edge of a large forest in a remote part of England. Long before it came into my
possession, it was a tourist attraction, because of its great age and a belief that it was...er...
haunted.
Monologue 3
Ulf: Tumnus, your treachery has been detected. You had a human in your very grasp and let her
go. The queen will deal with you- Tumnus the traitor! I order this house destroyed! You won’t
be needing it any longer, betrayer of the queen. This document will serve as a notice to
other traitors who may have the same notions as you. Come, Tumnus. Soon your name will be
written in stone- your very own!
Monologue 4
Lucy: But now we’re in Narnia. You didn’t believe me. I wanted to tell Peter and Susan as
well. But you were the first one I found. And I wanted to get back here as soon as possible.
Now the first thing we do is see if Mr. Tumnus, the faun, is safe. I hope the White Witch didn’t
get him. An evil witch who has a magic so that its always winter in Narnia but never Christmas.
Now where on earth- I mean, in Narnia- is Mr. Tumnus’ home?
Monologue 5
The White Witch: (with anger and determination). Very Well, my old adversary- Aslan.
Aslan... yes, I can speak the name, for he will soon be mine. The Deep Magic is on my side.
Perhaps he has forgotten the Deep Magic, but I shall remind him. (A pause.) Dwarf, we must
summon our allies to meet us as soon as possible. Call the Ghouls, the Boggles, the Ogres.
Bring forth the Cruels, the Spectres, the Hags. This is war! And we shall fight with one aim in
mind- to end forever the name of Aslan!

Audition Checklist
To help you stay organized and make sure you are ready for auditions, here is an audition
checklist. You do not have to submit this with your forms—this is only for your use.

___ I signed up for an audition time slot in front of #8201

___ I have read through, and become familiar with, the audition monologues and
have selected two to audition with (or I have another monologue I am using, and
understand one monologue must be from Clue).

___ I filled out the AuditionPacket
___ I listed ALLof my scheduling conflicts from January 31st-April 2nd
on the Audition Form.

___ My parents/guardian and I have read and signed all sections
of the attached Commitment Form.

___ I will pay the activity fee of $45 if cast in this show. Payable to Gilbert Theatre
Ensemble. This includes the price of my company shirt.

AUDITION PACKET
GENERAL INFORMATION
Please attach a current headshot and/or résumé if available
Name

Sex:

F

Height

Hair Color

Age

Eye Color

Shoe Size

Pant Size

Shirt Size

Dress Size
(Female)

M

Address
Cell Phone
E-mail
Year in
School

9th

10th

11th

12th

GPA

If you are auditioning for a specific
role(s), please list which.
If auditioning for a specific role,
would you consider a different role?
Describe any limitations or special
circumstances.
Would you rather be acting or tech
crew as your first choice?
THEATRE EXPERIENCE (Use back of page, if necessary)
List all prior experience from theatre or film:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

SCHEDULE CONFLICTS
All cast and crew MUST attend the last two weeks of rehearsals and performances:
Table-Read: January 31st, 2:30-6:30 PM

February Rehearsals:Various days & times, generally 2:30-5pm. Saturday rehearsal 8:00-2:00

PM.
March Rehearsals:Monday-Friday 2:30-6 PM (Thursdays 3:30-6)
Three Saturday morning rehearsals, 8:00-2:00 PM
Tech Week:March 14-25, 2:30-7:00 PM
(ATTENDANCE MANDATORY EVERY NIGHT!)
If you miss any night- your role will be up to recast
Performances: March 31st, April 1st, April 2nd 7:00 PM
Strike (teardown):April 2nd, after the show (ATTENDANCE MANDATORY!)

There are going to be Saturday rehearsals: Those will be given out at the first production
meeting. We are tentatively looking at 3 Saturdays for rehearsal that will run 8-2pm.
Please list any conflicts you have during the rehearsal and performance period.
(Refer to provided schedule)

SCHOOL SCHEDULE
A hr: Class: _______________________Teacher: ___________________ Current Grade_____
1st hr Class: _______________________Teacher: ___________________ Current Grade_____
2nd hr Class: _______________________Teacher: ___________________ Current Grade_____
3rd hr Class: _______________________Teacher: ___________________ Current Grade_____
4th hr Class: _______________________Teacher: ___________________ Current Grade_____
5th hr Class: _______________________Teacher: ___________________ Current Grade_____
6th hr Class: _______________________Teacher: ___________________ Current Grade_____
7th hr Class: _______________________Teacher: ___________________ Current Grade_____
8th hr Class: _______________________Teacher: ___________________ Current Grade_____

COMMITMENT CONTRACT
Commitment Contract for

1. Are you willing to change your hair if the role requires it? Check each box that applies
NO

YES:

Length

Color

2. Each cast member is required to serve 5 hours on a tech crew (Which also applies to your
required volunteer theatre hours for class). Which tech crew are you willing to serve?
Props
Set Design
Set Construction
Lighting
Make-Up/Hair
Box Office
Costume
Painting
Publicity/Marketing
Stage Crew
Sound
3.Check all of the statements that describe your willingness to participate:
● I am interested in performing AND
● I will only accept a leading role ____
● I will only accept a supporting role ____
● I would be happy and honored to accept any role offered to me ___
4. Is this your first GHS Mainstage Production? __________________
If no, how many Mainstage Shows have you participated (acting or tech) in at GHS? _____
5. I understand that if I miss any rehearsals in the last two weeks, my part will be up to be recast _____
Initial

Advertising and Promotional Release:
Initial one I hereby consent ______, I do NOT consent ______ to the reproduction and/or use of
the photographs, including website photographs, videotapes and film or audio recording of
myself (or of my child/charge) for advertising and promotional purposes only by Gilbert Theatre
Ensemble/Gilbert High School or its affiliates.
Performer’s Signature: _____________________________________ Date: _______________
Parent/Guardian’s Signature: _________________________________ Date: _______________

PARENT CONTRACT
PARENTS, PLEASE READ!!!!
There are many talented and dedicated students auditioning and unfortunately they cannot all be cast. It
is for this reason that we require a full commitment before a student can be considered for a role. Please
keep in mind that if you become a part of the cast and/or crew you become a part of an ensemble in which
EVERY member is necessary for the success of the entire production.
Your signature and your Parent/Guardian’s signature below indicate that you have read the entire
audition packet and have completed it honestly. You are indicating that you fully understand the nature
of the commitment you are making if casted. It also indicates that you will be on time at every rehearsal
except if it conflicts with a previous commitment that you have indicated on the schedule conflict area. It
means you understand that there are no excused absences in the final two weeks, or the role will be up to
be recast. Failure to honor this contract can result in your removal from the cast and will be taken into
consideration during future casting decisions.

Student’s Signature: _______________________________________________ Date: ________
Parent/Guardian’s Signature: ________________________________________ Date: _______
Parent/Guardian Contact Info
Parent/Guardian’s Name: _________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
City/ State: ____________________________________ Zip: __________________________
Phone Numbers:
h. _____________________

c. ______________________

w. ______________________

E-mail: _______________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian’s Name: _________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
City/ State: ____________________________________ Zip: __________________________
Phone Numbers:
h. _____________________

c. _______________________

w. _____________________

E-mail: _______________________________________________________________________
YOU WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS PRODUCTION WITHOUT COMPLETING
AND SIGNING THE COMMITMENT CONTRACT.

ACTOR CONTRACT
I, __________________________________________, agree to the following:
(Actor’s Name)
1. I will attend all rehearsals for which I am scheduled and I will not be late to any
rehearsal or performance.
2. I will provide an accurate schedule of my commitments to the stage manager when I
sign my contract.
3. If changes in my classes, work schedule, or other commitments occur, I will
immediately provide an updated schedule to the stage manager giving at least 72
hours notice.
4. I will provide the stage manager with my phone number, address, e-mail address, and
any other reasonable methods to contact me.
5. I will be ready to rehearse at the time rehearsal is scheduled and will begin at that
time. I will warm up, etc., prior to the beginning of rehearsal.
6. I will wear clothing and shoes appropriate for rehearsal and the costumes that are
designed for me in performance. I will follow directions regarding hair and makeup.
7. I will not invite guests to rehearsal unless I have previously arranged this with the
stage manager and director.
8. If I bring food to rehearsal I will not let it interfere with any of my entrances, I will
not bring it onstage, I will not make noise while I am opening or eating it, and I will
clean up after I am done.
9. I will be prepared to take notes during rehearsal. Notes will include blocking and
acting instructions. All of my notes will be written and studied during and after
rehearsal.
10. I will learn my lines and blocking by the date set by the director.
11. I will attend costume fittings at the time arranged by the stage manager and the
costumer.
12. If I am unable to attend rehearsal because of injury or illness, I will notify the stage
manager at least 24 hours in advance (or as soon as possible).
13. I will be on time for all technical rehearsals, dress rehearsals, and performances. I will
sign in on the established sign-in sheet.
14. I will treat my work on this role with seriousness and professionalism, recognizing
that my behavior creates similar behavior in others.
15. I will expect respect, acceptance, and support from the entire production team and
will offer the same to them.
16. I will participate in strike, which includes the following: all breakdown and cleaning
up associated with the end of the run of a production. This includes, but is not limited
to, breaking down the set, cleaning the performance space and dressing rooms, and
collecting and storing props and costumes. The technical director and/or the stage
manager will inform me when strike is completed. I will not leave until notified.
17. I recognize that I was selected to participate in this production and that this is a
privilege, not a right.
I agree to these rules and will conduct myself professionally during my rehearsal and
performance time. I understand that breaking this contract will be grounds for dismissal from the
production.
(Name printed by Actor)________________________________ (Date)______________
(Signed by Actor)__________________________________ (Date)______________

